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Fintech’s Greatest Show
Launched by industry insiders in 2012, Money20/20 is the heartbeat of the global fintech ecosystem. Some of the most innovative, fast-moving ideas and companies have found their feet (and funding) on our show floor. From J.P. Morgan, Stripe, and Airwallex to HSBC, Deutsche Bank, and Checkout.com, Money20/20 is the place where money does business.
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The Place Where Money Does Business
Money20/20 Europe is home to the industry’s boldest and brightest new voices - where the money ecosystem comes together to shape what’s next for the industry. Every year, Money20/20 provides connections, tools, knowledge and access to the innovations of the future. Check out our show highlights from last June in Amsterdam. Ready for Money20/20 Europe 2024?






Money20/20; One show, Endless possibilities. 



But there are 4 things we do exceptionally well…








Accelerate Deals

We supercharge deal flow using the power of our global network.











Build Partnerships

High-impact experiences to help you meet new partners & grow existing relationships. 










Raise Profiles

Providing you with the industry’s greatest stage for telling your story to the world. 











Make Breakthroughs

Convening fintech’s heavy hitters to share revelatory ideas, insights, and innovations.








The 2024 Keynotes


See speakers 

Introducing the industry titans and influential voices that inspire, inform, and spark action. Join us to amplify thought leadership and drive impactful change across the entire ecosystem.
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CIO and CPO
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We Let The Numbers Talk
/ 8,500+ Attendees - the most influential, inspiring people in fintech all together in the same place at the same time.

/ 2,300+ Attending Companies - we’re the place where fintech’s power brands cut the industry’s most significant deals.

/ 300+ Global Press Represented onsite - Because everyone who matters is at Money20/20, the world’s media are here too.

/ 7 in 10 of our audience are the senior decision-makers - you need to do business with.


Join The Ecosystem 




Get Involved





Attend










Speak










Sponsor













Latest Show News
Money20/20 Europe is shaping up to be a show like no other. Will you be there?















The Agenda Has Landed

Growing weekly into the powerhouse that will shape your business. This agenda provides access to instant learnings and cutting-edge innovations. 


Dive in now









The Attendee List

From tech giants to the fastest-growing startups, everyone who is someone in money is found here - ready to access the knowledge, trends, expert insights, and new ideas while making the connections to prepare for what’s coming next for the money ecosystem.


Take a look









Limited Gold & Platinum Passes

Introducing our brand new Gold and Platinum passes.

Not one, but two brand new ways to experience Money20/20 YOUR way - think bigger and better than any show experience you've had before.

But there's a catch, these exclusive passes are limited, so act fast.


Pick your pass
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The Magic Moments of Money20/20 Europe
If you're itching to find out what happens at the greatest fintech show of the year, look no further. We've shared our 2023 show highlights to give a glimpse into what we are cooking up for 2024 - this is the show that gets the entire ecosystem excited. 


Check out the highlights
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Together, We Create Magic
This is not your average branding exercise. This is your chance to be part of fintech’s beating heart. Being part of the show doesn’t just guarantee you exposure, connections and growth, it makes you an integral part of the frontiers of fintech. This is your unfair advantage.


Become a sponsor




The best three days in 2024 start with us.  Sign up to get updates on this year's show. 






Click here to download the growing list of companies already signed up to join us in Amsterdam this June.



Check out 2022 highlights
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